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One of the hottest growing seg-
ments of the archery mar-
ket is crossbow sales, both of 

the crossbows themselves and of the 
myriad of accessories that enhance 
their performance and expand their 
appeal. When the crossbow � rst began 
to appear on the market, I remember 
clearly that many dealers were con-
cerned crossbow sales would be lim-
ited to a basic crossbow and a few 
arrows, with the customer to never be 
seen again. 

Few people could have predicted 
the evolution of the crossbow with new 
technological advances that would 
bring some crossbow hunters back to 
upgrade to the latest model. Neither 
did anyone anticipate the � ood of 
accessories that would be developed 
speci� cally for the crossbow, as well 
as many other products already on the 
market that had a natural link to the 
crossbow. � ese conditions quickly 
led to the expansion of the average 
crossbow sale as well as the laying of 
groundwork for future add-on sales.

Crossbow sales are divided among 
longtime bowhunters who want to add 
crossbows to their arsenals, young 
hunters, women, others who are not 
capable of handling hunting weight 
vertical bows and converted ri� e hunt-
ers who simply want to expand their 
hunting opportunities. � e one thing 
the majority of these customers have 
in common is the desire to “tweak” or 
upgrade their equipment with desirable 
accessories. Fishermen, gun enthusi-
asts and archers are all gadget people. 
� ey love buying add-on equipment 
for their sports. � is combination of 
facts dramatically increases the pos-
sibility of add-on sales for the dealers 
who are aware of and who take advan-
tage of these opportunities. While it 
would be impossible to list every cross-
bow accessory available, this feature 
provides an overview of accessories to 

consider. Crossbow accessory add-on 
sales are limited only by your imagina-
tion. Following are some suggestions to 
get those ideas � owing.  

SCOPES
Every crossbow comes with some 

sort of sighting device. On a lower end 
model, it is normally an open peep 

sight or a Red Dot scope. As the qual-
ity of the model increases, a variety 
of upgraded scopes is available. Some 

Bow� shing is one of the fastest growing 
segments of the archery industry. While 
the crossbow can be used for any legal � sh, 
the fact it is always � red from “full draw” 
means it is best suited for large game such 
as stingrays, gar or alligators. 

By John Kasun
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are basic � xed powers with multiple 
crosshairs while others o� er lighted 
scopes (normally o� ering green or red 
reticles) with variable intensities. At the 
top of the list and gaining in popularity 
are scopes with arrow-drop compensa-
tion, which allows the scope to be cali-
brated for the speed of the crossbow, 

resulting in a scope with the reticles set 
for speci� c yardages.

� is large selection of scopes at 
varying price points allows the dealer 
to customize the crossbow setup to 
suit the customer’s budget and needs. 
Scopes can be changed in a few min-
utes, allowing the dealer to reduce a 

crossbow’s price by 
switching scopes 
or adding a higher 
quality scope to 
o� er the customer a 

higher quality package. Ri� e hunters 
who are trying crossbows for the � rst 
time are accustomed to paying extra 
for higher priced optics and normally 
welcome the opportunity to upgrade. 
Scopes can also be used to help a cus-
tomer who already owns a crossbow 
to upgrade his equipment by adding 
better optics. � is can be an excellent 
way not only to generate a sale but also 
an opportunity to convert him as a cus-
tomer even if he purchased the original 
crossbow at another shop. 

While most scopes have � xed reticles, HHA Sports o� ers its 
Optimizer Speed Dial, which attaches to any standard 7/8 inch 
picatinny crossbow rail and is guaranteed accurate at any speed 
from 225-450 feet per second and at any range from 20 to 80 yards. 
It eliminates guessing and gapping and allows the shooter to use 
a scope with a single reticle to avoid confusion, if desired. When 
sighted-in, it allows the shooter to dial in any speci� c distance, 
allowing multiple range accuracy in seconds. The Optimizer is avail-
able with or without a scope. For more information, call HHA Sports 
at (800) 548-7812. 

TenPoint Crossbow Technologies o� ers three quality crossbow 
scopes with various features at di� erent price points. Its top 
of the line scope is the RangeMaster Pro, which o� ers illumi-
nated reticles in both red and green with variable intensity. The 
RangeMaster Pro also features arrow drop-compensation, which 
allows the scope reticles to be calibrated to the speed of the cross-
bow for bows shooting between 275 and 425 feet per second. For 
more information on TenPoint’s optical line, call (330) 628-9245.

Most crossbow scopes have multiple crosshairs representing dif-
ferent distances. For hunters that prefer a single aiming point and 
a scope that can be set for speci� c distances, Parker Bows o� ers its 
Red Hot Pin Point Dial-a-Distance Illuminated Scope. Sighting-in the 
scope, following the easy instructions, allows the shooter to select 
the proper sight-tape, allowing the sight to be set to any distance 
between 10 and 80 plus yards with the simple turn of a dial. The 
scope o� ers red or green illumination, with � ve settings for each 
color. For complete information, call Parker Bows at (540) 337-3600.

Hawke Sport Optics o� ers a wide selection of optics, including a 
complete line of crossbow scopes at various price points. Hawke’s 
premier crossbow scope is the upgraded XB30 with vari-speed 
technology, which allows for calibration for bows shooting up 
to 450 feet per second. Once sighted in at 20 yards, the variable 
power magni� cation system, functioning as a speed ring, can be 
used to calibrate the scope to the speed of the bow to provide even 
10 yard aiming points 
out to 100 yards. Rather 
than a traditional step-
click switch, the new 
XB30 from Hawke uses 
a stepless rheostat, 
providing near endless 
adjustability to maxi-
mize reticle visibility in 
any ambient light con-
dition. To learn more 
about the XB30 and 
Hawke’s complete line 
of crossbow scopes, 
phone (877) 429-5347.
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SLINGS AND CARRIERS
In many ways, carrying a crossbow 

is like being a one armed man trying to 
carry a baby gira� e. No matter how you 
grab it, something is hanging out and 
the weight is constantly shifting. � ere 
is a number of high quality slings avail-
able designed speci� cally for cross-
bows. � ey normally have wide pro� les 

and are padded to distribute the weight 
on the shoulder, reducing the stress 
and increasing comfort. Single slings, 
as well as Y slings, make excellent add-
on or upgraded sales. Also available are 
bow cases and modi� ed bow cases that 
can be used to transport crossbows to a 
hunting site when required.    

CROSSBOW CASES
Crossbow cases provide great pro-

tection for expensive equipment and 
can be an easy sale but only if the 
dealer takes the time to educate the 
customer as to the importance of orga-
nizing and protecting this investment.     

BROADHEADS
While most broadheads can be 

shot out of a crossbow, not all give the 
best performance. � ere is an increas-
ing number of broadheads designed 
and marketed speci� cally for use with 
crossbows. As these heads are often 
advertised for use with crossbows, it 
makes sense to piggyback o�  of those 
promotions by o� ering some of these 
heads to your customers but only if 
you can explain why they are a good 
choice. Some mechanical broadheads 
have stronger retainers to hold the 
blades securely when shot out of cross-
bows shooting at speeds up to and 

The GamePlan Gear XBolt Recon Tactical Crossbow Sling, below, is a 
comfortable sling designed speci� cally for transporting bulky cross-
bows with built-in storage compartments. The Recon o� ers comfort-
able neoprene anti-slide material that ensures your sling always stays 
put on your shoulder. An integrated thumbhole is designed into the 
strap for simple positioning while o� ering additional insurance that 
the sling won’t slip o�  your shoulder. 

The Recon comes equipped with convenient storage pockets built into 
the sling for storing essential items like your range� nder, draw cord 
or cocking device. Magnets allow for quick, silent access to the range-
� nder pocket and a large zipper on the top pocket means it’s always 
quick and easy to open. For information, call (877) 544-6611.

At left, the Kodiak 
Leather Crossbow Sling 
from Limbsaver utilizes 
high-end suede leather 
and Navcom material, 
which evenly distribute 
crossbow weight over 
a large area to mini-
mize shoulder fatigue. 
It comes standard with 
a multi-directional, 
self-balancing system 
that enables the sling to 
stay level at any angle. 
The sling comes with a 
very comfortable hand 
grip that is adjustable 
to provide the highest 
level of comfort and 
control, helping to con-
trol the crossbow when 
moving. Learn more 
about Limbsaver cross-
bow products by calling 
(360) 427-6031.

Limbsaver’s Kodiak-Lite Crossbow Sling, below, is made of 
lightweight, nonslip Navcom poylmer, which minimizes slip-
page and evenly distributes the weight of the crossbow over a 
large surface, making it easier to carry. A built-in, ergonomi-
cally designed hand grip provides absolute comfort and con-
trol. For more information about Limbsaver crossbow products, 
call (360) 427-6031.

One size doesn’t � t all when it comes to equipment cases, especially crossbow cases.   Not 
only are there di� erent designed and con� gured crossbows but also cases for di� erent 
degrees of protection.   Americase, Inc. is a AS9100 and ISO 9001 company, and a premier 
case manufacturer of airline quality transport cases for the aerospace, aviation, oil and gas, 
education, sporting and audio/visual industries.  It has two heavy duty breakdown crossbow 
cases that will stand up to the extreme punishment of airline travel, like the unit below.

   Both cases are made from welded aluminum and have high density foam padding inside 
which can be inlayed for a perfect � t.  The AT-VS 3814 has locking rods to assure no inadvertent 
opening of the four loop latches while the EC -3814 has two key lockable � ip latches and two 
eyelets that can be padlocked. “Both cases have a water resistant seal, a spring loaded handle, 
and like all Americase prod-
ucts, worthy for air travel 
worldwide.” said Mars 
Freudenberg, Sporting 
Case Sales Manager at 
Americase. For more infor-
mation call (800) 972-2737.
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While there are numerous crossbow cases on the market that provide basic protec-
tion, few are designed for extreme protection under the most di�  cult conditions. SKB’s 
Roto Crossbow Case, the 2SKB-RCC, has just that. The 2SKB-RCC is designed to � t most 
crossbow setups, including reverse limb models. The case has a two piece nesting design, 
which reduces shipping cost and provides compact storage. It is molded of high density 
polyethylene for superior strength and is ATA rated for secure airline travel. The interior 
includes a three piece removable foam insert with a cradle system to secure the crossbow 
while it is in transport. The 2SKB-RCC includes two TSA lockable buckle web straps, roller 
blade style wheels, molded-in stabilizing feet for upright loading and two convenient top 
handles for loading and transporting the case. For maximum protection at home or when 
traveling, the Roto Crossbow Case 2SKB-RCC is designed to do the job and is covered by 
SKB’s unconditional lifetime warranty. For additional information, phone (800) 654-5992.

TenPoint Crossbow Technologies o� ers 
Cordura soft cases in two sizes. One size 
accepts all TenPoint crossbows, including 
recurves and the smaller size is designed 
for compact limb crossbows. Call (330) 628-
0999 for more information.
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over 400 feet per second. Many cross-
bow broadheads are also available in 
heavier weights in order to increase the 
FOC and provide greater downrange 
accuracy and penetration.       

TREESTAND MOUNTS
Bow holders are common acces-

sories for hunters who use com-
pounds, keeping the bow close at hand  
while relieving the hunter from hold-
ing the bow weight. � e crossbow’s 
extra weight and shape make holding 
a crossbow while on the stand even 
more uncomfortable. � at problem is 
now solved with a series of crossbow 
holders that can be mounted either to 
a treestand or ladder stand and some 

that can be mounted on the tree itself 
with the use of a strap or screw mount. 

QUIVERS
Most crossbows o� er mounting 

systems that allow a 
quiver to be mounted 
directly to the cross-
bow, which can often 
increase the di�  culty 
of transporting the 
crossbow. It is kind of 
like adding two more 
legs and a head to the 
baby gira� e we were 
trying to carry with 
one arm earlier in 
this feature.

While some hunters place the bow 
quiver in a backpack, others prefer a 
hip style quiver. � ere are hip style 
quivers available that meet this need, 
o� ering the customer a choice.       

The XBolt Back Track, above, from GamePlan Gear is a combination 
of case and carrier. It o� ers total protection for a crossbow and asso-
ciated gear for storage while its design allows the hunter to also use 
it to transport bow and gear easily to and from his hunting site. “The 
Back Track is loaded with innovative features, all designed to make 

life easier and more 
enjoyable for crossbow 
hunters,” Mike Arajakis, 
founder of GamePlan 
Gear, said. 

The Back Track is 
designed to accommo-
date most modern cross-
bow setups. Adjustable, 
padded shoulder straps 
and sternum detailing 
make the Back Track com-
fortable to wear. Exterior 
mesh pockets allow for 
easy access to accessory 
items. The zippered bolt 
box ensures safe and 
secure transport of cross-
bow bolts and a quiver 
can be mounted to the 
side of the case. For more 
information on the Back 
Track or the rest of the 
GamePlan Gear lineup, 
call (877) 544-6611.

TenPoint Crossbow Technologies o� ers its Compact Travel 
and Storage Case, above, for protection and security. The case 
comes with three interior padded partitions and heavy duty 
shoulder straps. Call (330) 628-0999 for additional information.

Below, Excalibur’s new Tombstone crossbow case is a custom-
designed rigid soft case that securely protects Excalibur’s Matrix 
crossbows under any conditions. Its semi-rigid construction fea-
tures EVA panels for stout protection against bumps and drops; 
a heavy-duty 600d polyester outer material and 420 interior 
nylon with custom padding deliver unprecedented security. 
The Tombstone features two large padded storage pockets 
for accessories and a bow quiver, heavy-duty zippers on the 
body and pockets and a strong sling and carrying strap. The 
Tombstone’s exterior shell also features a stylish black design 
with carbon highlights and an interior strap that securely holds 
all models of Matrix crossbows.

    While the Tombstone is speci� cally designed to handle all of 
Excalibur’s Matrix crossbows, it will also accommodate various 
compound crossbows. For more information on the all-new 
Excalibur Tombstone Matrix Case, phone (800) 463-1817.

The Red Hot Crosspro 100 Broadhead, at left, from Parker 
Bows was engineered to work with today’s high performance 
crossbows. It weighs in at 100 grains, with a 1-1/16 inch cutting 
diameter. The Crosspro has razor sharp vented blades, a solid 
steel machined ferrule and no moving parts, rivets or O-rings. 
Its Exclusive Blade Retention System makes blade replacement 
e� ortless. For more information, call (540) 337-3600.
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CROSSBOW COCKERS
Every crossbow comes with a cock-

ing rope, so you might wonder how a 
cocking device could be considered 
a saleable accessory. Some crossbow 
users don’t use a rope cocker because 
they feel it is quicker to simply cock 
the bow by hand. While that is true, it 
should be the duty of every dealer 
selling crossbows to make the 
customer aware of the increased 
accuracy obtained when a cocking 
device is used. Because the rope 
cocker is critical to accuracy and 

safe shooting, some shooters will buy 
a spare cocker for emergencies, such 
as if they lose the original, or to keep at 
hunting camp. A rope cocker is a pretty 
simple device but there are several 
enhanced models that are self-retract-
ing or contain tools in the handle that 
make attractive add-on accessories.

While rope cockers reduce the 
cocking force required to approxi-
mately 50 percent of the draw weight, 

Ramcat Broadheads are available in 100 
and 125 grains, with 1-3/8 inch and 1-1/2 
inch cutting diameters respectively and fea-
ture one piece, stainless steel body ferrules. 
The Hydroshock Self-Centering Chisel Tip 
with patented deep lobes and Aero Insert 
Technology licensed by Firenock ensures 
true centering of the broadhead, resulting 
in excellent � ight and increased penetra-
tion.  The Ramcat has an o� set and stealth 
blade design, with blades that are .032 of 
an inch thick for strength. The replaceable 
blades are sharpened on the front and rear 
to create a back cut. If the head does not 
pass through the animal, the blades will 
roll forward and the broadhead will cut its 
way back out. For more information on the 
Ramcat, call (412) 519-5352.

Excalibur o� ers its 150 grain Boltcutter broadhead. This 1-1/16 
inch broadhead was designed speci� cally for use with today’s high 
speed hunting crossbows. According to Excalibur, the Boltcutter 
delivers amazing accuracy, even at extreme ranges, when teamed 
with an appropriately designed arrow. The Boltcutter is made 
entirely from high strength stainless steel to withstand the hard-
est hits and still deliver devastating terminal performance. To 
learn more, contact Excalibur at (800) 463-1817.

New for 2014 from Grim Reaper is the Fatal Steel Series. Built to 
absorb the energy of today’s hard hitting crossbows, the Fatal Steel 
Series features solid stainless construction. 

The tip of the newly designed cut-on contact and bone-splitting  
Trocrazor II is combined with a “No O-Ring“ design to provide 
superior penetration and no de� ection from any angle. The blade 
retaining system holds the blades closed during � ight, providing 
the best � ight yet; it releases the blades e� ortlessly upon impact. 
Call (877) 474-6732 for additional information.

This crossbow quiver from Cross is a 
three arrow quiver that features paral-
lel or perpendicular mounting on the 
crossbow. In addition, the quiver ships 
with a hip attachment for use as a hip 
quiver. This design gives the hunter 
the maximum amount of choices for 
mounting on or o�  the bow. For more 
information on the Cross line of acces-
sories, call (800) 237-4507.
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mechanical cockers make cocking a 
crossbow almost e� ortless, requiring 
only a few pounds. Mechanical cock-
ers are excellent for people with severe 
physical limitations or who are small 
in stature and run out of arm before 
the string can be drawn to the cock-
ing position.  Mechanical cockers are 
not one-size-� ts-all and are brand and 
model speci� c.

SHOOTING SUPPORTS
One of the most common com-

plaints from crossbow hunters is the 
physical weight and balance of the 

TRANSMITTER FITS ON YOUR ARROW.   
ATTACHES TO HIDE UPON IMPACT.
EFFECTIVE EVEN ON PASS THRUS.

WEIGHS LESS THAN 65 GRAINS. 

RUGGED, REUSABLE
TRANSMITTER MODULE

LONG-LASTING BATTERY LIFE
(48 – 72 HRS.)

ULTRA HIGH SENSITIVITY ALLOWS 
SIGNAL FOR UP TO TWO MILES

COMPACT, LIGHTWEIGHT,
   AND ERGONOMIC.

FOR EXCELLENT MARGINS CONTACT US TODAY: 866-535-8009 or INFO@GAME-VECTOR.COM

It can be di�  cult to hold a crossbow in the stand for long periods of time. A bow holder 
makes it easier to get the weight o�  of your arms and back. The Cranford Manufacturing 
Company has o� ered a solution with its Cranford Crossbow Hangers. These articulated 
arms can be installed alongside a treestand or ladder stand and keep a crossbow within 
easy reach. Several sizes and � nishes are available. Contact Cranford at (704) 209-1817.

The Sidewinder from Kwikee Kwiver is a 
hip mounted quiver bracket that allows 
a Kwikee Kwiver to be quickly mounted 
to convert it from a bow quiver to a hip 
quiver. The design of the bracket allows for 
the removal of the Kwikee Kwiver bracket 
and the mounting of any quiver mounting 
bracket using a two screw mount, giving 
the hunter maximum versatility. Call (800) 
346-7001 for more information.
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crossbow itself. While crossbows are 
getting lighter, with the exception of 
crossbows with reverse draw technol-
ogy, most are still front end heavy, 
making them very challenging to shoot 
o� hand. A few crossbow models have 
optional, built-in supports to o� set 
the forward weight. Shooting sticks 
commonly used for long distance 
ri� e shooting can also be used with 

a crossbow. Making 
customers aware of 
these options can 
easily result in an 
add-on, especially 
if the customer is 
unable to comfort-
ably handle the bow o� hand.  

BOWFISHING EQUIPMENT
Another quickly growing 

segment of the archery indus-
try is bow� shing and there is 
potential to combine it with 
the popularity of the crossbow. 
While bow� shing is normally 
associated with the rapid shoot-
ing of traditional or compound 
bows, there is a place for a cross-
bow when the shooter is unable 
to draw a vertical bow or when 
the game being sought is large, 
tough targets such as alligators, 
stingrays or gar, though a cross-
bow will also work with smaller 
� sh, such as carp. Bow� shing 
manufacturers are now manu-
facturing equipment that is 
suited for the crossbow. While 
the opportunity for an addi-
tional sale is there, it is up to 
the dealer to make the customer 

aware of the possibility of bow� shing 
with a crossbow.   

TARGETS
Many bowhunters buying cross-

bows may already have targets 
while ri� e hunters buying their � rst 
crossbows or new hunters with no 

This rope cocking device from Cross contains various allen 
wrenches inside of each handle that swing out if needed. Contact 
Cross at (800) 237-4507 for additional information. The ACUrope is a portable rope-cocker that cocks a crossbow like 

a traditional cocker but when the bow is cocked, the ACUrope’s 
draw cord completely retracts inside one of the two grips. The 
grips are dovetailed and � t neatly together. The ACUrope can 
be slipped into a belt mounted holster, keeping the cocker close 
at hand yet out of the way. The drawing cord is 15 times stron-
ger than steel, allowing the cocker to be slim and compact. The 
ACUrope is produced by TenPoint Technologies. More informa-
tion is available from calling (330) 628-9245.

To o� set the weight forward when shooting a crossbow, several manufacturers have 
built supports that can be extended to contact the ground, treestand or body to better 
support the bow. TenPoint Technologies o� ers its Steddyeddy, which can be mounted to 
the stock of the bow and folded up to the stock when not in use. To learn more, phone 
(330) 628-9245.

Manufacturers of bow� shing gear are provid-
ing mounting systems that allow � shing rigs to be 
mounted to the quiver mounting holes in a cross-
bow. Above, this rig from AMS Bow� shing can be set 
up on a crossbow in minutes. For more information 
from AMS Bow� shing, call (888) 541-7657.

The Hips X2 Grizzly is designed for arrow 
stopping power when used with some of 
the latest crossbows, which can deliver 
speeds in excess of 400 feet per second. 
The X2 Grizzly’s high density foam takes 
shot after shot. Like all Hips’ X2 targets, 
the Grizzly features 2 inch thick layers of 
endurance foam that are heat-welded 
for strength and durability. Whether you 
are using � eld tips, expandables or � xed 
blades, the Hips X2 Grizzly target can be 
shot on all six sides. Call Hips Targets at 
(830) 899-2999 for additional information.
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bowhunting experience probably do 
not. In all cases, the customer should 
be made aware of the need for a target 
capable of stopping crossbow bolts. 
Most target manufacturers now o� er a 
variety of crossbow targets with maxi-
mum stopping power and ease of arrow 
withdrawal. Selling a suitable target or 
a crossbow discharge target is an easy 
sale once the customer understands 
the need for a crossbow backstop.    

GUN REST
Most of the shops I visited had 

a bench rest with a gun cradle in the 
shooting lanes where a customer could 
test � re a crossbow. � at makes a lot 
of sense and is the perfect opportunity 
to set up an add-on sale. When the 
customer takes his crossbow home and 
wants to practice or check his sight 
settings, the � rst thing he will do is try 
to set up a table and ri� e rest, often 
making them out of a card table and 
some rolled up jackets. � e price for 
a ri� e rest can vary greatly depending 
upon quality and features but a simple, 
economical rest will � t the bill for a 
crossbow. Keeping an extra ri� e rest 
in stock and making the customer 
aware of its availability can easily 
generate an add-on sale.  

CLOTHING AND GEAR
Many manufacturers o� er cloth-

ing and gear with the company logo 
or name. While not everyone is 

interested in logo items, there are many 
people who are. Having some items on 
hand for your most popular brands of 
crossbows o� ers several possibilities. 
People can and will buy these items to 
show support for popular brands and 
these items can also be used as rewards 
for purchase. For example, o� er for a 
customer to buy a brand “X” crossbow 
and get a free T-shirt. A T-shirt easily 
turns into advertising as the shooter’s 
friends notice it. An ideal combination 

is advertising the brand and including 
your shop logo as well.   

LUBRICANTS, STRING WAX 
AND RAIL LUBES

Every crossbow needs some main-
tenance and tender loving care. Bow 
string wax, friction lubricants and rail 
lube are common items every cross-
bow shooter needs. Most crossbows 
come with rail lube but it is easy to 

When returning from the � eld, most 
hunters have to discharge the cross-
bow to unload it. The best way to do 
this safely is to discharge the bolt 
into a target if possible. This small, 
portable target from Delta Sports is 
ideal for a discharge target. It is light-
weight and takes up little room in 
a truck or hunting camp. A number 
of manufacturers make similar dis-
charge targets. For more information 
from Delta, phone (800) 708-0673.

Crossbows must be safely discharged 
after hunting if they cannot be uncocked. 
The Crossbow Crossbolt Stop Bag Target, 
at right, was introduced to safely and 
e� ectively discharge the energy stored in a 
drawn crossbow. The Crossbow Crossbolt 
Stop Target features Tri-Core Technology 
that was designed for durability and per-
formance and the high visibility aiming 
points with bright red centers are easy 
to see against the bright-colored back-
ground. The heavy-duty carry handle 
makes transportation easy. The Crossbow 
Crossbolt Stop Bag Target is manufactured 
by Field Logic Inc., which can be reached at 
(800) 282-4868.

BIGshot Archery o� ers the new 450 K 
Military Edition target. The new ballistic 
hardened core is a � rst for the archery 
industry and shooting tests of the new 
crossbow target reveal up to six times the 
durability of any competitive bag target, 
according to BIGshot. “The 450 K Military 
Edition is a quantum leap over traditional 
bag targets. Our all-new design utilizes an 
exclusive multi-layered core incorporat-
ing para-aramid ballistic � bers tradition-
ally used in military body armor. We then 
sandwich the armored fabric between two 
multi-directional woven � ber cores. The 
result is a bag target that takes over six 
times the number of shots before pass-
through,” Al Perelli, President of BIGshot 
Archery, stated. 

The Ballistic 450 K also has a unique 
internal ballast system, which keeps the 
target from falling over when it is hit by 
high powered crossbows and speed-bows. 
For information on BIGshot targets, call 
(888) 651-0029.

The Iron Man target series from BIGshot tar-
gets is available in 14, 18 and 24 inch tar-
gets. The Iron Man targets each utilize a forti-
� ed shell to achieve extreme compression of 
BIGshot Archery’s exclusive multi-directional 
woven ballistic core and stop even the most 
extreme compound and crossbow systems. All 
Iron Man targets are rated at 450 feet per sec-
ond. The Iron Man 24 provides a large shooting 
area for longer distance shooting and can serve 
as an indoor or outdoor range target for the 
backyard shooter. 

This heavy-duty target has a weatherproof 
corrugated shell, a Range style self-standing 
frame, a custom woven Duramesh face and an 
extreme Iron Man core. For more information, 
call (888) 651-0029.
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stock a high quality lube and upgrade 
your customers to this important main-
tenance product. Remember, custom-
ers come to your shop for knowledge 
and service. If you take the time to 
explain the reasons behind the prod-
ucts you recommend, they will follow 
your advice.

LIGHTED NOCKS
I feel strongly that lighted nocks 

are necessary when hunting with a 
crossbow. At close ranges and espe-
cially in low light conditions, a cross-
bow bolt is almost impossible to see 
in � ight. Because of their short length, 
crossbow bolts are also di�  cult to � nd 
unless they are shot into the ground at 
a severe angle. 

It is critical for the hunter to see if 
he has a hit or miss and to have an aid 
of sorts when trying to � nd his bolt. 
A lighted nock is the perfect solution 
and it is an easy sale once the customer 
understands its importance.

Almost 100 percent of crossbow 
sales taking place in a pro shop involve 
some test shots in the shop’s range. If 
you make sure the last shot of any test 
or demonstration is shot with a lighted 
nock, a sale is almost guaranteed. 

When I give crossbow demonstra-
tions or seminars, whenever I shoot a 
lighted nock, you can almost hear the 
air being sucked out of the room as 
people react. A blaze of light streaming 
toward the target is all you need to sell 
the logic behind hunting with lighted 
nocks. 

DAMPENERS
Most new 

crossbows come 
standard with 
dampeners to cut 
down on noise and 
vibration. However, 
depending upon 
the manufacturer 
and model, addi-
tional dampeners 
can be added. Older 
bows brought in for 
service may have no 
dampeners and are 
perfect candidates 
for an upgrade. 
Because dampeners 

The K-Zone ri� e rest from MTM Molded Products is an excellent 
tool to use for sighting-in or practicing with a crossbow. The rest is 
easily adjustable and has built-in storage for small tools or hard-
ware. The K-Zone is an economical rest that is an attractive add-on 
possible sale as well as the ideal tool for the dealer when demon-
strating crossbows. The rest can also be used with ri� es or pistols if 
desired. For more information, phone (937) 890-7461.

Most manufacturers have some logo items, such as T-shirts (as 
seen above), ball caps, keychains, stickers or bumper stickers. 
Customers often buy these items and they can also be used as 
giveaways with the purchases of bows. These are best used to 
stimulate interest and attract customers.

Some logo items are of higher quality and, in some cases, are 
collector items. Normally, these are not high turn-over items but 
a certain percentage of customers will be drawn to such items. 
They also make great gift items. This high quality knife, below, by 
Excalibur is a perfect example. For more information on this item, 
call Excalibur at (800) 463-1817.
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wear out with use, when a bow with 
dampeners comes in for service, check 
the dampeners’ condition and suggest 
replacements if needed. If the damp-
eners are in good condition, be sure to 
let the customer know. He will appre-
ciate the fact that you checked and 
that you educated him to the fact that 
dampeners may need to be replaced 
occasionally. I can almost guarantee 
you that sometime in the future, that 
customer will return to have you check 

the dampeners or have them replaced 
just because he wants to be sure every-
thing is in good shape.     

MISCELLANEOUS
Accessories do not conveniently 

fall into a category list.  Many are out-
side the box, so don’t limit your think-
ing to the items listed. Accessories con-
stantly change and/or improve, so keep 
your eyes open for the latest items on 
the market, as they can easily become 
your next hot sellers.

 SUMMARY
� ere is no one-size-� ts-all answer 

to increasing your bottom line but 
there are limitless opportunities to do 

The CareKit from TenPoint Technologies includes a Microlon 
Precision Oiler, string wax and conditioner and � ight rail and trig-
ger lube, all packed in a multi-cavity plastic mini-case with room 
for other items. The CareKit is perfect for any brand of crossbow 
and is a great add-on item for each crossbow sale. For additional 
information on the CareKit, phone (330) 628-0999.

Crossbow maintenance items are an easy 
sale. These items are well placed in the cross-
bow display area but a second impulse display 
is best placed in the checkout area. Quality 
items like the string conditioner and rail lube 
from Limbsaver are good choices. Contact 
Limbsaver at (360) 427-6031.

sale. These items are well placed in the cross-

Lumenok lighted nocks are available in 
a variety of sizes and nock con� gurations. 
Lumenoks are easy to install and their 
operation is very simple and basically fail-
proof. They come in several colors and have 
replaceable batteries. Parker Bows uses 
Lumenoks in all the lighted bolts it supplies 
from the factory. For more information, 
contact Parker Bows at (540) 337-3600 or 
Lumenok at (309) 358-1602.

With its hybrid-nock profile, the 
Nockturnal Predator Nock was designed 
to work with all crossbows, whether they 
require a � at-back, half-moon or capture 
design. The unique injection-molded ure-
thane nock contour not only creates a uni-
versal solution to string contact require-
ments; it also helps prevent string wear 
while reducing vibration during release 
for a much more forgiving and accurate 
launch. 

The internal diameters of carbon cross-
bow bolts vary widely from manufacturer 
to manufacturer, so Nockturnal designed 
the CNC-machined aluminum bodies of its 
new Predator Nocks in two sizes, with the 
ability to compress and seat � rmly and 
squarely into just about any full-size car-
bon crossbow bolt on the market. Size 1 � ts 
bolts with a 0.283 to 0.298 inch inner diam-
eter. Size 2 � ts bolts with an inner diameter 
of 0.294 to 0.310 of an inch.

The patented piston-driven contact switch 
is encapsulated in the urethane to protect 
it from inadvertent activation and maxi-
mum water resistance but it is guaranteed 
to activate immediately when the string is 
released. The clear urethane also transfers 
light from the super-bright red or green 
LED to the archer’s position as well as 360 
degrees to the side but there is no percep-
tible illumination from the receiving end of 
the bolt. For questions, call Nockturnal at 
(888) 387-9307.

The Omni-Brite Lighted Nock System 
developed by TenPoint Crossbow 
Technologies allows the bolt, minus the 
battery, to be used for practice and then, 
when hunting season starts, the hunter can 
simply install a battery and go hunting. 
The Omni-Nock design also eliminates the 
indexing problem common with moon or 
capture nocks. The nock is designed with 
six micro-grooves that form three bow-
string channels, automatically properly 
indexing the bolt. For more information, 
call TenPoint at (330) 628-9245.

AMMUNITION
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so. � is feature on selling accessories 
is not meant to outline all you must 
do but it is intended to lay a founda-
tion for all you can do. We do not have 
the space to cover all the products or 
manufacturers that can be linked to 
crossbow add-on sales but we have the 
space to simply give examples of some 
starting points. I feel con� dent that you 
can come up with more possibilities.  

� e object of being in business is to 
provide your knowledge and service to 
a growing customer base in exchange 
for an income. If you eliminate knowl-
edge, service, a growing customer base 
or income from this statement, your 
business will stagnate or fail.

 Some people will � nd the sugges-
tion of expanding sales by increasing 
add-on accessory sales objectionable 

Crossbows lend themselves to vibration dampeners due to the noise and vibration 
generated on the shot. It is always good to check the condition of the dampeners on any 
bow brought into the shop for service and to install dampeners on any bow lacking them. 
Limbsaver has a wide selection of crossbow dampeners, including its broadband limb 
stabilizers, which come in both split and solid limb designs and in a variety of colors. Also 
available for crossbows are string leeches, bolt retention dampeners and stirrup damp-
eners. Learn more about available dampeners from Limbsaver by calling (877) 257-2761.

Bowjax has a complete line of dampeners, shown above, for any imaginable condition in 
a wide variety of colors. The crossbow shown below is equipped with Bowjax dampeners, 
which are easy to install. Bowjax dampeners are so e� ective that allowing a customer to 
try one crossbow without any dampeners and one crossbow properly equipped with them 
often results in an easy sale. To learn more about the dampeners from Bowjax, call (208) 
762-3692.

Hunters quickly notice that crossbows 
are much heavier than vertical bows and 
transporting them to and from their hunt-
ing hotspots can be a chore. GamePlan 
Gear’s CrossOver pack allows the hunter 
to carry both his crossbow and additional 
gear easily and comfortably. Heavy-load 
considerations, such as beefed up straps 
and hardware, can handle even the bulki-
est crossbow in any brand or style. Because 
the pack incorporates a “stock boot” and 
padded front collar, hunters can readily 
secure crossbows, a gun or even a vertical 
bow. The unique, patented “open-book” 
design of the CrossOver wraps around a 
crossbow to provide weather protection 
for a scope or optics. With a CrossOver pack 
on his back, the crossbow hunter can hunt 
more e� ectively without worrying about 
his gear or comfort. At the hunting site, 
the CrossOver can be wrapped around the 
tree to provide a padded back rest. To learn 
more, phone (877) 544-6611.
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because they see it as being pushy or 
aggressive. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. � e object is to educate 
and inform the customer about acces-
sories that could make his archery 
experience more enjoyable and to o� er 
your shop as a source for these prod-
ucts. Let’s use an extreme example to 
make the point. Assume that a cus-
tomer comes into your shop and buys a 
crossbow and you demo a lighted nock, 

even though the 
customer did not 
ask to see lighted 
nocks. � at is not 
being aggressive; 

you are simply educating the customer 
and making him aware of a product 
that could make his archery experience 
more enjoyable. You provide the infor-
mation and the customer makes the 
decision. On the other extreme, let’s 
assume a customer comes into your 
shop and buys a new crossbow and you 
try to sell him a quart of milk, a loaf of 
bread and some ice cream. � at is an 
example of aggressive selling, as the 

items are unrelated. 
� e more information your cus-

tomer has, the more decisions he can 
make and even if only a portion of 
those decisions are to buy, your sales 
and your bottom line will increase.  

About the Author: In addition 
to his duties with ArrowTrade, John 
Kasun is an outdoor seminar speaker 
and a business consultant with experi-
ence in corporations large and small. 
He can be reached at 126 Acorn Lane, 
Duncansville, PA 16635. His number is 
(814) 695-5784 and his email address is 
kasun@atlanticbb.com.

This crossbow arrow case from MTM Molded Products is very convenient for the storage 
of crossbow bolts up to 22 inches in length. The case is available in black or smoke. Call 
(937) 890-7461 for more information.

The Bednar Perfect Puller by TenPoint Crossbow Technologies is 
designed to pull arrows from high density targets. The puller comes 
with three interchangeable grippers sized to � t di� erent arrow shaft 
sizes and the handles are notched to act like a nock tool. The puller 
greatly reduces the e� ort to pull an arrow; plus, it greatly increases 
the grip on small diameter shafts. Simply having a customer pull a 
few arrows with his hands and than using the puller clearly demon-
strates the di� erence and often results in a sale. Call (330) 628-9245 
for more information.

The Crossbow Unloading Bolt (CUB) is a single-use biodegrad-
able unloading bolt that decomposes naturally. The CUB allows 
the shooter to safely unload the crossbow at the end of a hunt. 
To learn more, phone TenPoint Technologies at (330) 628-9245.
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